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A TOUCH OF VANNITY

All change for the new VANNI display campaign. The new 

“concept” is for the collection

to be  literally “worn” by our 6 fresh faces that come to 

life photographed and printed onto lifelike head-shaped 

cushions; eccentric displays for the various frames of 

the collection. Completely innovative yet appealing and 

quirky, the display draws you in to share it’s irony. A touch 

of VANNIty is an invitation to question and tickle your 

VANNIty, to seek and find your own individual style with a 

unique pair of VANNI glasses that lights up your face and 

differentiates you as original.

THE VANNI WEBSITE 
MAKEOVER

The VANNI website has had a makeover. Modern and 

interactive to satisfy the most curious browser and to 

open the door to a world of eyewear, displayed in every 

shape and colour.

More than 1200 items illustrate the range of the VANNI 

collections, with search filters for family, material, colour, 

size, shape and gender. The high definition images reveal 

the frames in detail and the luminous exclusive VANNI 

metals and acetates. We also invite you to browse our 

blog #vanniocchiali and the Art section for updates on our 

art competition Autofocus, that promotes young emerging 

artists.

ART UPDATE

VANNI’s commitment to Autofocus continues. From its 

foundation 7 years ago the VANNI art competition that 

discovers young emerging European artists continues to 

demonstrate that art has a magical dimension, parallel yet 

complimentary to our everyday life and work, a source of 

inspiration and savoir vivre.

The formula of the competition is very simple, to discover 

young talent that operates in different languages and 

environments. The winners in 2015 were Giuliana Storino 

for her extraordinary art work and Francesca Arri for her 

high impact performance art. 4 artists received special 

mentions: Aurora Paolillo e Francesca Cirilli, Neza Agnes 

Momirski, Maarit Mustonen. All submitted works of video, 

photography, sculpture, installations and performance 

that expressed their individuality and talent. Their work 

was shown in the exhibition space at VANNI and at The 

Others, the Turin art fair for emerging young artists. That’s 

not all: VANNI awarded the Autofocus Photography Award 

to Francesco Pergolesi, in collaboration with The Others: 

exhibition planned for next May.
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MAGAZINE VANNI FROM 
VENARIA TO… MATERA

The VANNI Magazine has to date taken us to different 

locations that have a creative story to tell. We have been 

to the circus, an art fair, a confectionary factory and to 

Radio Capital in Rome. Our last edition was truly special, 

printed in tabloid format and immortalizing the 2015 

collection with the spectacular backdrop of the Venaria 

Reale palace, the magnificent historical monument at the 

gates of Turin.

Our tradition for the magazine is to involve the people 

that work everyday in these different locations as models, 

having fun as they pose for their close-up in VANNI 

glasses. 

For 2016 we are already working on the location for the 

new edition. This time we transport you to the European 

Capital of Culture 2019: Matera, the oldest city in the world, 

an “underground city”, that has been and continues to be 

populated by human beings since the Stone Age. But we 

don’t want to reveal all, watch this space!
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DERAPAGE DISPLAY  

VANNI has created a new display stand for our DERAPAGE 

collection using Cort-en, the same material used to 

manufacture the glasses, a lightweight brushed metal with 

a rusted effect. The display is complimented by a series of 

fabric banners printed with images from our latest “Tour 

of Speed” campaign.

DERAPAGE:
PROJECT TOUR OF SPEED

DERAPAGE as you know owes its name to a French 

motor racing term now universally used to describe how 

the driver tackles a corner at speed whilst maintaining 

control of the vehicle.

The essential elements of DERAPAGE, speed and control, 

have inspired the new campaign for our brand. With 

“Tour of Speed” we take our award winning glasses to 

diverse world speed capitals, not only motor racing but 

also other famous locations of sporting activities, where 

men and women push themselves to the limit. The first 

stop of the tour is in Sankt Moritz for the World Bob-

Sleigh Championships, a sport that requires skill and 

daring.  Beside the precipitous track and under heavy 

snowfall, various spectators and athletes immortalize our 

new DERAPAGE collection: determined style in sub zero 

conditions.  
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EDITORIAL
MADE IN ITALY. WE MEAN 
WHAT WE SAY

The subject has been discussed and debated, every 

country has its own vision and so do we. What exactly 

do we mean when we say that VANNI and DERAPAGE 

Eyewear is “Made in Italy”?.

For us, the label Made in Italy is not only a technical detail. 

For us, it is a label that guarantees that our products 

have been manufactured responsibly and to the highest 

standards within our national territory. For us and for 

most Italian companies, it is a label that signifies a modus 

operandi, a standard and a cultural value.

However, in reality non everything with a “Made in Italy” 

label is manufactured in Italy and adheres to our high 

standards. The label can appear on products that although 

may have been conceived or designed in Italy are all too 

often are not actually made in Italy. 

We at VANNI want to reaffirm the importance of our 100% 

Made in Italy guarantee.

For VANNI Made in Italy is a promise that signifies not 

only a rigorous creative design process but also a 

longstanding collaboration with our highly specialized 

Italian manufacturing partners. Our eyewear is handmade 

by artisans whose skill and knowledge has been passed 

down through generations and who produce the highest 

quality craftsmanship with the latest precision machinery. 

VANNI is proud to sustain and be part of this manufacturing 

excellence that Italy represents, promoting beautiful 

crafted products that our country has been exporting 

worldwide since the Renaissance.

MADE IN ITALY for sure (SUbstantial REsponsibility) is 

the motto that we have come up with to make the point. 

VANNI takes Substantial Responsibility during every 

phase of the production process: from concept and 

design to the sourcing of materials and components from 

local suppliers and manufacture in Italian factories of 

excellence. With no international supply chain our carbon 

footprint is minimal and our quality control is efficient 

and responsive, monitoring and insuring that our high 

standards are always delivered.

VANNI guarantees a genuine A to Z Made in Italy product, 

and that’s for sure.
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STARRING… VANNI

For some time VANNI has collaborated with our favourite 

TV shows on channels RAI, Mediaset and Sky and we 

have some interesting appearances coming soon. VANNI 

and DERAPAGE collaborate with different costume 

departments across different productions to help dress 

and define different characters.

Professional or femme fatale, rock star or housewife, we 

provide the right glasses to create the right look. Check 

out our latest starring roles:

“Non uccidere”, 

“I Delitti del Barlume” 

“Alex and Co”

“Tango della libertà”, 

“Bianco di Babbudaiu”
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TRADE FAIRS AND EVENTS, 
AN INTENSE 3 MONTHS!

JANUARY. Kick off  in Munich
Bavaria in January is a must to kick of the eyewear trade 

fair year. OPTI Munich presented VANNI and DERAPAGE 

with concrete sales opportunities, contacts and great 

entries into the German market. The German distribution 

team, FLAIM gmbh promises red hot results!

FEBRUARY. Next stop. London
100% Optical is the most important eyewear trade fair 

in the UK. At the beginning of February the country’s 

opticians get to preview the new designs in anticipation 

of the MIDO in Milan. 

TEC – The Eyewear Company, our team in the UK (Louise, 

Robert, Trupti e Kevin) have worked hard to consolidate 

and expand the UK presence of the VANNI and DERAPAGE 

brands. Roll on the OPTRAFAIR in Birmingham.

Scandinavia here we come
At the begining of March VANNI exhibited at the trade 

fair Copehnhagen Specs together with the Swedish sales 

network under the guidance of Gianmaria Mazzoleni. It 

was an opportunity to launch the new collaboration with 

the Danish company,Tonny  Breum Rassmussen.

Tunisia 
Under the palm trees in Hammamet, Tunisia VANNI 

presented the new collections for local markets at the 

trade fair Visual Expo. With Starvision and Amine Sahnoun, 

the North African partcipants were able check out all our 

new eyewear, fresh from MIDO.

Start spreading the news… 
New York New York
After the big Milan event, the spotlight of the eyewear 

world shone on New York for Vision Expo East, the most 

important trade fair in the USA and Canada. The new 

VANNI and Derapage collections received an enthusiastic 

reception from the USA buyers thanks to the hard work 

of the Derapage team at Studio Optyx , lead by the Erker 

family, and the VANNI team at Design Gallery headed up 

by Ethan Goodman. Equally successful, Daniel Laoun 

at  Georges et Phina from Montreal worked his magic on 

canadian opticians.

MIDO 2016. Exceptional
2016 saw an exceptional year for MIDO, confirming its 

position as the leading world eyewear trade fair with over 

50,000 visitors. 

VANNI took pride of place within the MIDO Design 

Lab, promoting genuine ground breaking design and 

innovation. An all new look VANNI space and DERAPAGE 

stand illustrating cutting edge retail display. 

Giovanni Vitaloni worked both roles as CEO of Nico-design 

and his position as MIDO Vice President, responsible for 

strategic event decisions and promoting the fair in the 

world.

VANNI presented the new acetate block RASTER and 

the new models of collections Surf-ing, Colours and 

Sunshine. DERAPAGE capitalized on its latest promotion 

campaign “Tour of Speed” which highlights the exclusive 

new detailing in collections Molecube and Tornado.

A touch of class or just good taste? Home made pasta 

to seduce the visitors. Saturday and Sunday a plethora 

of pasta delights made in Turin by Master Pasta Chef, 

Virgilio satisfied hundreds of guests. When at Nico Design 

say home made, we mean what we say. 
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FLASH NEWS

VANNI at Milan Fashion Week
The VANNI FOR CRISTIANO BURANI capsule collection 

was paraded at Milan SS 2016 Fashion Week. A small 

unique eyewear collection created together with brilliant 

young Italian fashion designer, Cristiano Burani , that 

mirrors his discreet eccentric feminine style and achieves 

the balance between material and finish, modern lines 

and the tailored look. 

The 3 VANNI FOR CRISTIANO BURANI models are 

available at the designer’s showrooms in Milan, Paris and 

Shanghai. 

VANNI catwalks with Kristina Ti
VANNI at the catwalk shows at Milan Fashion Week 

enriching and accessorizing the look of Turin designer 

Kristina Ti. Kristina Ti’s dresses for the autumn/winter 

2016/2017 season are “OPEN”, inspired by birds in flight, 

a romantic ultra feminine style. Delicate voluminous fabrics 

in subtle colours were accompanied by VANNI eyewear, 

exclusive acetates and metals in white and mother of 

pearl with a touch of blue and a hint of dangerous black.

Essilor Collaboration
A collaboration of technical excellence and design. The new 

Style Colors Transitions lenses by Essilor compliment the 

new season of VANNI eyewear. The French powerhouse 

lens manufacturer have chosen various models of the 

new VANNI collection to showcase a new series of high 

tech photo chromatic lenses and launch a new product 

campaign to both industry insiders and consumers.

The Veneria Reale Capsule 
Collection
VANNI launches a collection of eyewear, designed with 

exclusive materials for the Veneria Reale. 2 different 

sunglasses models for men and women, KING and QUEEN, 

in different colourways and unique acetates inspired by 

the famous checkerboard floor of the Master Gallery of 

the palace. A homage to the architectural genius of the 

famous historic monument, KING and QUEEN are on sale 

in the Veneria Bookshop and selected retail outlets.

PIN IT. SHARE IT.
VANNI is on Pinterest. Different models on their own and 

on different models. Follow us!
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FROM NETWORK

We have a worldwide network but do we know what we 

are talking about?

VANNI and Derapage frames are distributed around the 

globe, in over 40 countries,

NETWORK DISTRIBUTION

VANNI AND DERAPAGE
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